
      Happy Home Learning       

Below are the recommended activities to be completed each day of w.c. 8th June. As always none of the activities are mandatory, however many are the sorts of things 

we are doing with the children in school.  Highlighted in yellow are the names of any of the resources needed for each activity that are available on the school website for 

you to download.  Feel free to do work on paper or in a book rather than printing everything out. Please continue to upload work to Tapestry & Seesaw as we love to see 

what you have been doing.  Unfortunately, as we are now in school teaching, we may not be able to respond as quickly or as often as before.  

This week Year 1 maths will be taken from  https://www.thenational.academy/online-classroom/year-1/maths#subjects (length, doubling, halving lessons) 

further information below. 

MONDAY  

Phonics Literacy Maths  Mindfulness Topic 
Reading focus 

Intro:  

Phoneme Power Point 
Fastest Finger first  

 

Main:  

 

Rec:  

Bingo 

 

Year 1:  

Bingo 

 

Plenary:  

https://www.phonicstrac
ker.com/games/index 

 

What is a pirate? What do 
we know about Pirates?  

Show pictures of pirates to 
the children, how do they 
look the same/different? 
What are they wearing? 
(See Parent PP Monday 

section) 
 

Activity: 
Write a set of questions you 

would like to ask a pirate if you 
met one.  Remember to use your 

sound mat to help you. 

Length 
 Today chn will be recapping ‘Length’  

Do they know what Length is? 

(Length is when we see how long or 

short something is.) 

Think of ways that we can measure 

length (standard measure – 

rulers/non-standard measures – 

hands, cubes, feet)  

Measure your foot by 

placing the objects alongside it and 

then count them.  Measure your foot 

using a different object, did you get 

the same amount? 

 

Reception- (R Length PowerPoint – 

Monday). 

Year 1 - (1 Length PowerPoint – 

Monday) 

 

Main: 

Reception – R Monday Worksheet 

Year 1 – 1 Monday Worksheet 

Learn these two songs about pirates 

 
http://learnenglishkids.britishcouncil.
org.cn/node/1688 
 
 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/school-
radio/nursery-rhymes-when-i-was-
one-i-sucked-my-thumb/zhbyt39 
 
 
You could watch Muppets Treasure 
Island (this was on sky/now tv) 

 

Pirate 

Disguise/Recruitment 

You child has been chosen to 
become a member of the 

Shabby Cat crew.   
 

You will need a head shot 
photo of your child for this 

activity (preferably A4).  
Look through the disguises of 

Mrs Mitchell’s cats (PP for 
Parents) – can you make 
yourself look more fierce?  
Use the Pirate Role Play 

Props to help you become a 
member of the Shabby Cat 
crew.  What would your 

pirate name be? 
 
 

https://www.thenational.academy/online-classroom/year-1/maths#subjects
https://www.phonicstracker.com/games/index
https://www.phonicstracker.com/games/index
http://learnenglishkids.britishcouncil.org.cn/node/1688
http://learnenglishkids.britishcouncil.org.cn/node/1688
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/school-radio/nursery-rhymes-when-i-was-one-i-sucked-my-thumb/zhbyt39
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/school-radio/nursery-rhymes-when-i-was-one-i-sucked-my-thumb/zhbyt39
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/school-radio/nursery-rhymes-when-i-was-one-i-sucked-my-thumb/zhbyt39


 

 

TUESDAY 

Phonics Literacy Maths  Mindfulness Topic 
Reading Focus 

Intro: 

 Phoneme Power Point 
Fastest Finger first  

 

Main:  

Easier:  

Real/Alien Phase 2/3 

Harder:  

Real Alien (Year 1 
phonemes) 

Plenary:  

https://new.phonicsplay.
co.uk/ 

Recap pirates – what have we 
remembered?  Look at a 

picture of a pirate – what are 
they wearing?  Do we know 

any of the items?   
(See Parent PP Tuesday 

section) 
 

Main: 

Label the items of clothing the 
pirate is wearing (see label 

activity) 

Height 

Intro: Discuss with the children that 

in today’s maths lesson we are going 

to be looking at height. Ask 

the children ‘Does anybody know 

what the word height means?’ 

 

Get a selection of your toys and 

teddies, can your order them by 

height? 

 

 
 

Recpetion- (Height PowerPoint – 

Tuesday). 

Year 1 - (Height PowerPoint – 

Tuesday). 

 

Main:  

Reception – R Tuesday Worksheet 

Year 1 – 1 Tuesday Worksheet 

Listen to the theme tune to pirates 
of the Caribbean 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v
=6zTc2hD2npA 
 
 
 

 

Pirate Feather Map 

With our topic being on 

pirates we need to make sure 

we have a treasure map. But 

in true pirate fashion we are 

going to make the map using 

a feather rather than a pen. 

Find a feather in your garden 

or on your local walk. Before 

you make a real treasure 

map you need to practice the 

technique of using a feather. 

Using the Feather map 

Powerpoint practice the 

patterns in some mud.  

 

When you feel confident that 

you can use your feather 

properly, get a piece of paper 

and draw out your treasure 

map by dipping your feather 

in paint, mud, or any other 

form of liquid that can act as 

ink.  

 

 

 

https://new.phonicsplay.co.uk/
https://new.phonicsplay.co.uk/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6zTc2hD2npA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6zTc2hD2npA


 

 

WEDNESDAY 

Phonics Literacy Maths  Mindfulness Topic 

Writing Focus 

Intro: 
Phoneme Power Point 
Grapheme quick write  

Main: 

Easier:  
CVC/CVCC/CCVCC 
write (word write) 

Harder: 
 Alternative spellings 

(words) 

Plenary:  
Phonics Tracker or 

Phonics play (links in 

Monday/Tuesday) 

Look at PP on Blackbeard – 
what did he do? What did he 
look like? What was he like?  

 

Main: 

Create a WANTED poster for 
Blackbeard – remember to think 
about what he looks like, what 

he has done and how much 
money you will give as a 

reward. (WANTED POSTER) 

Distance  

Intro: What is distance? Explain that 

distance is when we see how 

far something has gone.  

 

Draw a line on the floor and get a ball – 

throw the ball as far as you can.  

Measure the distance using your feet.  Do 

you think you will be able to throw the 

ball a further distance or a shorter 

distance next time?  Try again and 

measure with your feet again.  Have a 

competition with a member of your 

house. 

 

Main: 

Create a slope using a piece of card/wood 

and balance it on a chair – get a selection 

of small cars – how far do you think they 

will go?  Do all the cars travel the same 

length? 

 

Watch the escape scene for 
Pirates of the Caribbean 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watc
h?v=AhRh1zcwB70 

 

Make a paper plate 

pirate 

Now that we have learned 
lots about pirates, it’s time to 
put into practice by creating 

your own! 
 

 Have a look at the Pictures 
of Pirates powerpoint and 
discuss any features that 

they all have in common e.g. 
beard, hat etc. Next, have a 

look at the examples of 
paper plate pirates and have 
a go at making your own, 

using either paint, felt tips or 
a collage. 

 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AhRh1zcwB70
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AhRh1zcwB70


 
 

 

 

THURSDAY 

Phonics Literacy Maths  Mindfulness Topic 

Intro:  
Phoneme Power Point 
Grapheme quick write  

Main: 
Easier:  

Write sentences using 
words from Wed 

Harder:  
Write sentences using 

words from Wed 

Plenary:  
Phonics Tracker or 

Phonics play (links in 

Monday/Tuesday) 

 

Show chn a picture of an 
island – explain that a boat 

carrying the class teddies has 
capsized and they are all 

stranded on the island. They 
have some paper and would 

like some help to write a 
letter – what might they say? 
(Parent PP Thursday section) 

 
Main 

Write a letter asking for help.  
Remember to have a look 

around the island.  What can 
you see? Why have you not 
swam to safety? Why do you 

need help? 
(Message in a bottle sheet) 

Doubling  

Ask the children what doubling means – 
adding the same number to itself. 

Have a go a mirror doubling – what 
happens to a group of objects when you 

place them in front of a mirror 

·  

Main- 

Reception – Doubling Intro. ·Talk 

through it modelling how to turn it into a 
double. For example, with the lady bird – 

you will draw another 2 dots on and 
show them that we ‘copy’ what is already 

 
You could watch Hook (U) (it 
was on Netflix) 

 

Treasure Maps 

Create your own pirate map.  
You will need a teabag and 
some cold tea. Rub the tea 

bad over the paper and leave 
to dry in the sun.  When dry 
tear off some of the edges to 
leave a jagged appearance.  
Using waxed crayons or felt 
tip pens to create your own 

pirate map.   
 

What features do you need 
on your treasure map? Look 
at the pictures on the Pirate 
Map document to help you  

 



there. Ask the children ‘If the lady bird 
had 3 spots on one side how many would 

I draw on the other side?’ ‘ If the lady 
bird had 10 spots on one side how many 

would I draw on the other side’ etc. 
Children complete doubling worksheet 

Year 1 - Open 

https://www.topmarks.co.uk/Flash.aspx?f
=dartboarddoublesandhalves · Then 

complete the  doubling work 
sheet/problem solving sheet. 

 

 

FRIDAY 

Phonics Literacy Maths  Mindfulness Topic 

Tricky words 

Intro:  
Tricky Word Power 

Point 

Tricky word quick 
write 

Main: 

Easier:  
Easy Learn Sheet 

(went) 

Write 2 sentences 
using your tricky 

word. 

Harder:  
Easy Learn Sheet 

(has) 
Write 2 sentences 
using your tricky 

word. 

Plenary: 

Recap what we know about 
pirates so far – look at PP 
about Pirates.  True/False 

stand-up/sit-down activity – 
read a fact out stand if 

correct and sit if incorrect. 

 

Main: 

Fact or Fiction sort 

Chn to read the facts and 
decide if they are true or 
False.  Cut and stick in to 

correct sections 
(Fact or Fiction sheets) 

 
 

Halving 

Intro-  

· Explain that halving is when we share 
everything out equally between 2. Give 
your child a selction of sweets – how 

many have they got? Can they be shared 
equally? What do you recognise about 

the numbers that can be shared equally? 
(even) 

 

Main-  

Reception - Open Friday’s Powerpoint 

and talk through it with the children. · 
Explain what is happening with the 

parrots. They aren’t just giving them lots 
each and someone is having more – they 
are having equal amounts because it is 

shared in half. · Ask the children ‘ would 
it be half if one parrot had 6 apples and 
the other parrot only had 3?’ · Get the 
children to answer and explain why. · 

When the powerpoint is complete, get the 

Complete the yoga on 
YouTube. Row row row 
your boat version (about 

3mins long). 
https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=e9T0lu89LI8  

 

Walk the Plank 

Warm them up: – with the bean 

warm up game. 
Jumping jellybean = jump on the 
spot 
Wiggly bean = wiggle your whole 
body 
Sprinting bean = sprint on the spot 
Running bean = run on the spot 
 

Main: Apply a length of masking 

tape to the floor in a long, straight 
line/draw a chalk line. -the Plank. 
 
Chn to walk along the straight 
line, then complete challenges: 
Walk along the line hopping 
Walk along the line whilst 
balancing the bean-bag on their 
head 
Walk along the line whilst rubbing 
your belly and tapping your head 
 

https://www.topmarks.co.uk/Flash.aspx?f=dartboarddoublesandhalves
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/Flash.aspx?f=dartboarddoublesandhalves
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e9T0lu89LI8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e9T0lu89LI8


Phonics Tracker or 

Phonics play (links in 

Monday/Tuesday) 

(Tricky Word Game) 

children to work on the halving 
worksheet. 

 

Year 1 –  

Play - https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-

games/hit-the-button  

Chn to complete halving worksheet   
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